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WELCOME TO K-TEC RACING

... The UKs Premier Renault Tuning & Styling Company
In this brochure you will find the most unique, up to date, high quality and effective tuning and styling parts for
the Clio 1, 2 & 3 range. We have an ever increasing stock of unique K-Tec products which are designed to
improve the performance and looks of your Renault and ship to customers worldwide.
Since K-Tec Racing Ltd started in 2001 it has gone from strength to strength. During this time not only has
the company grown but also our workforce and services have grown with us. We aim to offer the Renault owner
the most comprehensive range of parts and services available anywhere in the UK and this is now possible as
we have moved into new premises at Verwood. We are now able to offer routine servicing, MOTs, mechanical
repairs as well as being able to supply, fit and set up any of our tuning parts we have available. Our workshop
now employs 4 mechanics that carry out work to the highest standards and this includes a “Sport” specialist
who oversees all work carried out on the Renault Sport models. We also have courtesy cars available for over
25s. Please call for details.

We have a fully kitted out showroom, where among other things we have the yellow R5 GT Turbo on display that
we built for Ali G to use in his feature film. We also continue to operate our worldwide mail order service from
our new premises and so far we have sent parts to more than 35 countries. Our range of products will continue
to grow as demand for parts for various Renault models increases along with us introducing our own range of
exclusive K-Tec Racing parts for those wanting something a little different.

Click here to send an email to us

info@k-tecracing.com

Click here to view our website

www.k-tecracing.com
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The Ali G car

Tel: 01202 820800

Fax: 01202 822746

"Ali G in da house"

As a testament to our capabilities we were asked, by a very large film company, to build a one off Renault 5 GT
Turbo which was used by Ali G in his feature film."Ali G in da house". We only had 4 weeks to complete the car as
well as build a dummy car that was to be sprayed with graffiti. Both cars started as rusty grey 5s and are now
set to be the most famous 5s in the country.
Filming took place over several days with the cars being moved between several locations for the shooting. It was
amazing to see the sheer amount of people involved in such a production and the degree of organisation necessary
to make sure everything goes to plan and within budget! Overall it was hard work but rewarding. The cast and crew
were great with Sasha (Ali G) showing an interest in the cars and making everyone laugh.

info@k-tecracing.com
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Clio

Tel: 01202 820800

Clio

ENGINE

1
PIPERCROSS PERFORMANCE
AIR FILTER

These direct replacement foam air filter elements
replace the very restrictive standard elements
allowing the engine to breathe a lot easier
resulting in a small power gain. Being a direct
replacement they can be fitted in minutes. Huge
application list.
Price from £28.00
Available for:- Clio 1.2,, 1.4, 1.8rsi, 1.8 16v, &
Williams

Fax: 01202 822746

1

POWERTEC STAINLESS STEEL
INDUCTION KIT

We now have these new stainless steel induction
kits available made by Powertec. They feature a
high flow stainless steel mesh constuction with a
polished alloy trumpet shaped neck for increased
air flow. A good power gain and superb induction
noise can be experienced once fitted.
Price from £85.00
Available for:- Clio 1.2 spi, 1.8rsi.

KTR / PIPERCROSS
INDUCTION KIT

We have large stocks of these popular Renault
induction kits. The fitment list is huge and very
good power increases have been recorded
using these filters.
Price from £60.00
Available for:- Clio 1.2, 1.2 spi, 1.4, 1.8rsi, 1.8
16v, & Williams

ALUMINIUM AIR DUCTING

A 1 metre length of 50mm bore aluminium
ducting for getting much needed cold air up to
the air filter. Comes with long cable ties for
easy fitting.
Price £10.00 metre

PIPERCROSS VIPER
CARBON INDUCTION KIT

This is the latest in induction kit technology. The
Viper kit is a completely sealed, cylindrical,
carbon air box casing. The kit is fed cold air
from the front of the car through ducting which
is supplied with the kit, giving a power gain of up
to 6bhp.
Price £210.00
Available for:- Clio 1.2 spi, 1.8rsi.

CLIO 1.8 16v & WILLIAMS
VIPER INDUCTION KIT

We have finally finished our Viper induction kit for
the 16v Clios. The kit uses a specially made
stainless steel throttle body adapter which allows
the sealed carbon fibre induction kit to be fitted
using a 2.5” bore silicone hose. This results in an
easy installation and a reduced price compared to
Viper kits that require ducting.
Price £195.00

info@k-tecracing.com

FSE POWER
BOOST VALVE

These adjustable fuel pressure-regulating valves
are available for many Renault models. They
work by increasing the fuel pressure into the
engine, which gives a better throttle response
and smoother, quicker acceleration.
Price from £85.00
Available for:- Clio 1.8rsi, 1.8 16v, & Williams

www.k-tecracing.com
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Clio

Tel: 01202 820800

Clio

ENGINE

1
KTR CAMSHAFT KIT

Stronger than the standard cambelt, essential
on tuned engines and ideal to fit when it’s time
to change the belts.
Price £39.00
Available for the 1.8 16v + Williams engines

KTR CAMSHAFT KITS WITH
POWER CHIP

The chip upgrade is designed to make the engine
run more efficiently by altering the fuelling and
ignition. The chip upgrade will also give a slight power
increase in the region of 5 to 10 bhp depending on
application. Currently available for: 1.4, 1.8 Rsi, 1.8
16v & 2.0 16v Williams.
Price £250.00

ALLOY ADJUSTABLE
VERNIER PULLEYS
We recommended the use of these pulleys with
the performance cams as they allow the timing
to be accurately set up to give the best
possible performance.
Price £175.00 pr
Available in blue or red.

CAM FOLLOWERS
These are new direct replacements for the
original followers which can eventually wear and
become noisy.
Price £215.00 set

info@k-tecracing.com

1

COMPETITION CAMBELT

These re-profiled cams give a higher valve lift
and longer duration to allow greater airflow into
the engine resulting in a noticeable power gain
(up to 20bhp on the 16 valve cars). It is
recommended that the cams be installed along
with the alloy vernier pulleys, chip upgrade and
up rated fuel pressure regulator to give the
best power increase. Available for Clio 1 16v,
Clio Williams, 19 16v.
Price from £190.00

A package deal combining the benefits of both
our camshaft kits and power chip upgrades.
Price from £350.00 kit

Fax: 01202 822746

KTR / CHIP UPGRADE

KTR 8mm IGNITION LEADS

These are the ultimate leads for the F7 16v
engines. They feature a stainless steel and
kevlar core for maximum spark transfer
resulting in a very strong spark. Available in
blue or red.
Price £49.00 set

NGK UPRATED
SPARK PLUGS
Precious metal tipped plugs to help reduce the
F7 16v engines appetite for plugs.
Price £26.00 set of 4

www.k-tecracing.com
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Clio

Tel: 01202 820800

Clio

ENGINE

1

KTR UPRATED HEAD GASKET SET

We now have a range of uprated gaskets
available for the 1.8 16v and williams engines.
They are Kelvar reinforced and available in
different thicknesses (eg 1mm ideal to raise
compression and power, 1.2mm to replace
standard item and 1.6mm ideal for lowering
compression for the boost turbo conversions)
Price from £65.00

Direct replacement. The same as supplied in
the head set listed below.
Price from £30.00

HEAD GASKET SET

This set includes the head gasket as well as all
the other head related gaskets and seals (inlet
manifold gasket, exhaust manifold gasket, valve
stem oil seals, rocker cover gasket, cam oil
seals etc.)
For Clio 1 1.8 16v + Williams.
Price £55.00

HEAD BOLTS

info@k-tecracing.com

1

DISTRIBUTOR CAP
& ROTOR ARM
Direct replacement for the original products.
Well worth renewing when replacing HT Leads
and Spark Plugs.
1.8 16V Only
Price: £26.00

GAS FLOWING

HEAD GASKET

Set of 10 bolts. These should always
replaced when the head is removed.
Price £38.00 set

Fax: 01202 822746

be

Correctly carried out gas flowing will see good
increases in the engines power and torque. It also
means the engine can breathe better and more
efficiently due to the better transfer of gases into
and out of the engine. This smoother flow results in
lower inlet charge temperatures which gives better
power and reduces the risk of detonation which can
damage an engine.
Price from £310.00 8v, £450 16v & £550
1.8 16v big valve head

ARP UPRATED
CONROD BOLTS

ARP are the world leaders and manufacturers of
high tensile, uprated conrod bolts. These bolts
replace the standard items and are an essential
upgrade on a heavily modified or high reving 1.8
16v or Williams engine. These bolts are also
essential on a turbocharged version of the same
engine as the stresses on the standard bolts are
greatly increased.
Price £52.00 set

GENUINE RENAULT
CAMBELT AND
TENSIONER KIT

This is a genuine Renault cambelt kit for fitment
to the Renault Clio 1.8 16v and Williams
models. This kit comes complete with all
necessary to change the cambelt including two
new tensioners. We are able to offer this kit at
a discounted price compared to Renault.
Price £75.00 kit

www.k-tecracing.com
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Clio

Tel: 01202 820800

Clio

ENGINE

1
FORGED CON RODS

To go with our forged pistons we now have
these forged con rods available for the F7
series of engines. They are much stronger than
the origanl standard con rods making them
suitable for turbo or high rev/high compression
applications. They come complete with uprated
con rod bolts and will fit both the F7P (Clio 1.8
16v) and F7R (Clio Williams and Megane 2.0
16v)engines.
1.8 16v & 2.0 16v Williams
Price: £425.00

GREEN INDUCTION KITS

We now stock the Green induction kits for
many Clio models. These are very high quality
cotton gauze kits that will help the engine
breathe more freely as well as giving an
increase in power. These comprehensive kits
have all the associated fittings supplied and
instructions for an easy hassle free fitment.
Price: From £69.00

FORGED PISTONS
Forged pistons are an important part of any
powerful engine. They are able to handle a lot
more power than the original cast Renault
items and are available in varying compression
ratios according to requirements (Standard
Renault Compression Ratio = 10:1). For the
F7P (1.8 16v) and F7R (Williams) engines we
have both high and low compression sets
available. The pistons come in a set of four and
are supplied complete with gudgeon pins and
piston rings. They are available in the standard
82.7 mm bore size or 83 mm and 83.5 mm
overbore sizes; please state when ordering.
Price: £425.00

Fax: 01202 822746

1

KTR CLIO 1.8 16v
TURBO CONVERSION

This Turbo kit will fit both 1.8 16v engines (Clio
and R19) and the 2.0 16v engine as fitted to
the Williams. The kit will give substansial gains
in both power and torque throughout the rev
range giving greatly improved acceleration
times. This kit will offer around 175 bhp for the
1.8 16v and around 185 bhp for the Williams
with the potential for well over 200 bhp
available with the fitment of additional tuning
parts. The parts supplied with the kit include:
Turbo, Exhaust Manifold, 4 x Injectors, Custom
Turbo Chip, Down Pipe, Inlet Plenum Chamber
inc. Samco Pipework, Oil Drain and Oil Feed
Pipes, Head Gasket Spacer Plate and all
associated Gaskets, Uprated Valve Stem
Seals. This conversion can be supplied as a
`DIY` kit or fitted out our premises on a drive
in/drive out basis for an additional £500
Price: DITY kit £2,500.00
Fitted £3,000.00

CLIO 1.8 16V + WILLIAMS
GREEN INDUCTION KIT

We are now able to supply the Green induction
kit for the popular 1.8 16v and Williams Clios.
This is a high quality kit that comes complete
with a cold air feed to draw air from the front
grill of the car. The kit has all the associated
fittings supplied and instructions for an easy
hassle free fitment.
Price: £89.00

MAGNECOR
IGNITION LEADS

These leads are now available for the Clio 1 8v
Models. The 8mm Magnecor leads are
coloured blue, they feature a 2mm metallic
inductance supressed conductor which basically
means they are a very good conductor
resulting in a strong, powerful spark to give
optimum combustion.
Price: from £43.00

info@k-tecracing.com
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Clio

Tel: 01202 820800

EXHAUSTS / BRAKES

1

KTR DE-CAT PIPES

These pipes are available to go with all stainless
steel systems. They are a direct replacement for
the original power reducing catalytic converter.
They are made from stainless steel and come
with a lifetime warranty and will fit all standard
and aftermarket exhausts.
Price from £39.00, silenced from £59
Available for all Clio 1 models inc Williams.

Fax: 01202 822746

Clio

1

KTR KEVLAR BRAKE PADS

Kevlar brake pads have been chosen for all our
brake kits as they perform exceptionally well,
even from cold, are very resilient to pad glazing,
have a very slow wear rate and produce very
little brake dust. Available for all Clio 1
Price £25.00 set

KTR SPORTS CATS

This sports cat has a 200 cell core which will give
a substantial increase in power due to its freer
flowing properties. Also, unlike using a de-cat
pipe, the car will pass an MOT without a
problem.
Price from £209.00
Available for all Clio 1 models inc Williams.

POWER SYSTEM EXHAUST
SYSTEMS

These are full stainless steel systems that start
from the cat back. They all come with a lifetime
warranty and are constructed using mandrel bent
pipe
work
for
maximum
gas
flow
and
performance. There are various tailpipe designs
available and most will feature a fully polished
seamless rear box. Quieter versions available
Price from £210.00

K3

3.5”
Rolled in

K5

4.5”
Thick rim
slash cut

K8

3.5” Straight
cut removable
baffle

KTR
TUBULAR MANIFOLD

We now have available our new range of stainless
steel tubular manifolds available for 16V models.
They are constructed from very high grade stainless
steel. Power gains of 8bhp have been seen on a
standard Clio 1 16v engine along with good
increases in torque. The manifolds are currently
available for: 1.8 16v + Williams.
Price from £299.00

info@k-tecracing.com

KTR POWER SYSTEM FAST ROAD
FRONT BRAKE KIT

Kit contains 1 pair of cross drilled, vented and
balanced front discs, which are zinc plated to
protect them from corrosion, and a set of kevlar
brake pads. The cross drilled pattern aids heat
dissipation under hard braking, whilst de-glazing the
pads, making the brakes less prone to brake fade.
Price from £89.00 kit
available for every Clio 1 model.

KTR POWER SYSTEM
FAST ROAD
REAR BRAKE KIT

Kit contains 1 pair of cross drilled, balanced
and zinc plated rear discs, which come with the
rear wheel bearings already press fitted into
them, as well as a set of kevlar brake pads.
Price £159.00 kit (NON ABS)
£175.00 Kit (ABS MODELS)
Available for all ABS & non ABS Clio 1s fitted
with rear discs.

KTR POWER SYSTEM
FAST ROAD/RACE
BIG BRAKE KIT

Contains 1 pair of 285mm cross drilled, vented
and balanced front discs,caliper extender
brackets, bolts and kevlar brake pads. The
285mm cross drilled discs are not only
considerably larger than the standard discs,
allowing a greater braking force to be applied by
the pads, but are also thicker to aid with the
dissipation of the heat generated from such
powerful braking forces.
Price from £175.00 kit

www.k-tecracing.com
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Clio

1

Tel: 01202 820800

BRAKES / SUSPENSION
KTR BRAIDED BRAKE LINES
A set of 4 braided brake lines that give a firmer
pedal feel and do not expand under extreme
braking. Fits Clio 1 all models.
Price £45.00 set

4 POT BRAKE KIT

Big brakes are the only way to stop your car quickly
and these kits are designed to do just that. All of
the kits come with billet 4 pot calipers. Immense
stopping power is generated by these calipers due
to there sturdy, yet light weight construction. Up
to 325mm available
Price from £520.00 kit
Please note: New brake lines are also required
as the standard lines are too short and have
the incorrect fitting on the caliper end.
4 POT BRAKE LINE Kit £45.00 set

KTR LOWERED / UPRATED
FRONT SPRINGS

These springs lower the car by a genuine 30 to
55mm depending on car model and are uprated
by approx 20% giving the car improved handling
and a better, more purposeful look.
Price from £49.00 pr

50mm APEX SPRINGS

Now available for the 1.8 16v and all Williams
models are these -50mm lowering springs from
Apex. They are a direct replacement for the
original springs, are uprated by 20% and can
be fitted using the standard shock absorbers.
Price £55.00 pr

info@k-tecracing.com

Fax: 01202 822746

Clio

1

SPAX SUSPENSION KIT

This is the entry-level suspension kit from Spax
which covers many Renault models. It comprises
of front and rear shock absorbers and 2 front
lowering springs. It is a superb quality kit, which
improves handling and looks. Kits are available for
every Clio 1 model (except Williams) and most are
available with either -35mm or -55 lowering
springs.
Price from £195.00 kit

ULTIMATE UPRATED SUSPENSION KIT
This is a new kit we now have available from
Ultimate Suspension. Ultimate are one of the
largest European suspension manufacturers and
these kits show why they are so popular. These
kits include 4 uprated shock absorbers + 1 pair of
lowered and uprated front springs. Available for
all Clio 1’s including 52mm & 54mm hole spacing
models & 1.8 16v
Price £179.00 kit

APEX CLIO 1
-60mm SUSPENSION KIT

We now have this kit available from Apex
suspension which will lower the front of the Clio 1
by 60mm. The kit has 4 uprated and shortened
shock absorbers and 2 front lowering springs.
Note this kit is only available for all Clio 1s with a
measurement of 52mm between the centre of the
2 holes at the bottom of the front shock
absorbers.
Price £210.00 kit

APEX 1.8 16v
SUSPENSION KIT

We now have these kits available from Apex
suspension which will lower the front of the Clio 1.8
16V by either 35mm or 50mm. The kits has 4
uprated and shortened shock absorbers and 2
front lowering springs. Please note this kit is only
available for the Clio 1.8 16v and not the Williams.
Price £199.00 kit

www.k-tecracing.com
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Clio

Tel: 01202 820800

Clio

SUSPENSION

1

ULTIMATE COILOVER SUSPENSION

These high quality coilover suspension kits are
available for all Clio 1s from the 1.1 up to the 1.8
16v (but not the Williams). These kits allow you to
lower the car up to 60mm. Each kit contains 2
uprated front shocks, with adjustable ride height,
and 2 uprated rear shock absorbers. Available for
all Clio 1’s including 52mm & 54mm hole spacing
models & 1.8 16v.
Price £299.00 kit

KTR / GAZ COILOVER
SUSPENSION KIT

The front shocks are fully adjustable for damping
(16 settings) and for ride height while the rears are
adjustable for damping (42 settings) with the rear
springs giving a 30mm ride height drop. All the
shocks can be easily adjusted on the car so you can
set your car up for superb handling and looks in
minutes. Available for 1.8 16v and Williams.
Price £410.00 kit

H&R COILOVER SUSPENSION

Due to many requests we are now stocking the
excellent range of H&R coilover suspension
kits. These kits feature fixed damping and have
ride height adjustment on both the front and
rear axles. They will allow you to lower your Clio
Williams from 30mm-70mm at the front and
from 20mm-50mm at the rear, the fronts also
have built in camber adjustment. These
extremely high quality kits feature upside down
damper technology for excellent road holding
and handling and are regarded by many as
some of the best suspension kits available.
Price: £490.00

WILLIAMS COILOVER
SUSPENSION

We now have a dedicated coilover suspension
kit for the Clio Williams. The kit is available with
either fixed or adjustable damping and features
full ride height adjustment on the front shock
absorbers. The rear ride height of the car is
adjusted by resetting the rear torsion bars as
on all Clio 1s. All for shock absobers are
uprated and this kit is of the highest quality we
have found for the Williams models.
Price:
Non-Adjustable Damping £440.00
Adjustable Damping £550.00

info@k-tecracing.com

Fax: 01202 822746

1

POWERFLEX POLY
SUSPENSION BUSHES

We are now stocking the Powerflex range of
polyurethane suspension bushes to help improve
handling and tighten up vague steering feel. By
using poly bushes on your car you will also
prevent premature tyre wear meaning your tyres
make better, more even contact with the road.
The bushes are available for the front wishbones
and front anti roll bars or as a complete set.
Price from £38.00 complete set £86.00

CLIO 1.8 16v WILLIAMS
STRUT BRACE

This is our new stainless steel strut brace we now
have available for the 16v Clios. It is made entirely
from polished stainless steel which is TIG welded
for maximum strength. The brace bolts to the
suspension turrets with the bolts provided and
due to its unique, slightly curved ends gives plenty
of clearance around the engine ancillaries unlike
many braces available.
Price £79.00

KTR CLIO 1.8 16V
& WILLIAMS CARBON FIBRE
STRUT BRACE

The latest addition to our carbon parts is this
carbon strut brace available for the Clio 1.8 16v
and Williams models. The brace is fully adjustable
and bolts to the top of the suspension turrets
with the fitting supplied. It looks fantastic once
fitted due to its high quality fit and finish.
Price £95.00

KTR ALLOY
STRUT BRACE

A new addition to our range is this polished alloy
adjustable strut brace which fits the Clio 1.2,
1.4 and RSi, including cars fitted with induction
kits. It bolts to the suspension turrets with the
fittings provided to help stiffen the front of the
car to improve handling.
Price £65.00

www.k-tecracing.com
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Clio

1

Tel: 01202 820800

Clio

SUSPENSION / TRANSMISSION
ENGINE DRESSING / STYLING

KTR STAINLESS STEEL REAR
STRUT BRACE

Available in 4 sizes and 3 colours, red, blue and
yellow.
Price 4mm £5/m,
6mm £7/m,
8mm £9/m &
10mm £11/m

KTR STAINLESS STEEL
ROLL CAGE

A highly polished tank which uses the original
Renault cap to ensure the water system is kept
under the correct pressure. Also features an
internal baffle to prevent air entering the water
system during cornering.
Price £119.00
Fits all Clio 1 models

CAMBER
CORRECTING BOLTS

A kit containing 1 pair of special shock absorber
bolts which allow up to 3 degrees of front camber
adjustment. Essential to fit to lowered cars to give
increased grip and better, more even tyre wear.
Price £35.00

KTR SHORT THROW
QUICKSHIFT GEARLEVER

A complete stainless steel and alloy replacement
gear lever assembly which not only looks superb
but dramatically reduces the gear lever travel
giving the gear change a very positive and precise
action. Comes complete with new alloy gear knob
and can be fitted in under 1 hour. Available for
Clio 1, (ALL MODELS).
Price £169.00

GROUP ‘N’ SPEC
UPRATED CLUTCH

1

KTR / SAMCO
VACUUM TUBING

These strut braces are made entirely from
polished stainless steel, which is TIG welded for
maximum strength. They offer the best strength,
looks and value from any strut brace on the
market today. They add rigity to the rear end of
the car and are an ideal place to mount
harnesses. Or it can easily be fitted into the boot
of a standard car with all its seats in place.
Available for all Clio 1 models.
Price £85.00

Our bolt in roll cage is made from 2 1⁄2”
diameter highly polished stainless steel and
comes with the option of extra diagonals
welded in to give it even more strength. You
can still use the back seats with the standard
cage fitted and it can be fitted in about 1 hour.
It also comes with all the fittings. Available for
all Clio 1 3 door models.
Price from £250.00 Each diagonal add £75

Fax: 01202 822746

KTR ALLOY
HEADER TANK CLIO 1

KTR / SAMCO
SILICONE HOSES

We have teamed up with Samco to develop the highest
quality set of silicone hoses available for the Clio 1.8 16v
and Williams. There are currently 3 sets available as
follows: 1. Main water hose set which contains the 2
main, complex water hoses. 2. 5 Ancillary smaller water
hoses. 3. 3 Oil breather hoses. All hoses are available in
red, blue and yellow with black, purple, green and orange
available as special order.
Prices set 1 £130.00 set 2 £95.00
and set 3 £70.00

KTR SILVATEC
REAR LIGHTS

These new high quality lexus style rear lights
are now available through K-Tec Racing. They
are a direct replacement for the originals and
can be fitted in minutes. They come with all the
necessary coloured bulbs needed so that the
lights light up the correct colours. Due to the
completely silver/chrome finish these lights
drastically change the look of any coloured Clio.
Price £85.00 pr

This 3 piece clutch kit is capable of handling over
200lbs/ft of torque (well over 200bhp) and is a direct
replacement for the original item. Being uprated it will
last longer than the standard clutch on either a
standard or modified engine. It also is no harder to
drive with than the standard clutch and does not
judder on pull away like an uprated paddle clutch.
Price £120.00

info@k-tecracing.com
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Clio

Tel: 01202 820800

Clio

STYLING

1
BLACK LEXUS
REAR LIGHTS

Now available are these black lexus lights for all
Clio 1s. At the moment these are in very short
supply and they look fantastic fitted to the darker
cars. They are also E marked and road legal.
Price £85.00 pr

LEXUS STYLE
REAR LIGHTS

These high quality lexus style rear lights are now
available through K-Tec Racing. They are a direct
replacement for the originals and can be fitted in
minutes. They transform the back of the car
bringing it bang up to date. These lights are E
marked and completely road legal.
Price £69.00 pr

CLEAR SIDE REPEATERS

An easy fit, direct replacement, which come
with orange bulbs. Available in clear, smoked,
red, blue and green. Available for all Clio 1 in all
colours.
Price £23.00 pr

CLEAR FRONT INDICATORS

Again a direct replacement for the original
orange items. Available for the Clio 1 up to ‘98.
Price £25.00 pr

info@k-tecracing.com
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TWIN HEADLIGHT KIT

This superb quality kit transforms the front of
the Clio and comes with all the necessary
fittings including the replacement indicators to
fit into the bumper.
Price from £265.00 pr

PORSCHE STYLE
FRONT SPLITTER

This splitter curls up slightly at either end and
fits directly to the standard 16v and Williams
bumper giving a lower, more aggressive front
end.
Price £110.00

DMT
FRONT SPLITTER

This is a flat DTM style front splitter which fits
directly to the 16v and Williams front bumper.
Superb quality and looks.
Price £110.00

16V/WILLIAMS STYLE
BONNET VENT

We now have the Clio 16v/Williams look vent for
fitment to all Clio 1`s, this vent is made of
fibreglass and has the mesh built in. The vent
can be bonded and fillered onto the non
16v/Williams original bonnets to give them the
more agressive style. All Clio 1 non 16v models
Price: £55.00
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1
KTR ULTRA LIGHTWEIGHT
FIBREGLASS BONNET

This ultra lightweight fibreglass bonnet is now
available for the Clio 1. The bonnet is of the
16v/Williams design complete with meshed vent
and will fit any Clio 1 produced up until 1996.
This single skin bonnet uses bonnet pins for
fitment and weighs in at just 3.75 KG on very
accurate scales.
Price: £175.00

CLIO 1
ANGEL EYE HEADLIGHT

We now have these striking angel eye headlights
available for all Clio 1’s from 1991 to 1996.
They feature the ‘halo’ style side lights and
projector main beams lights. They also have the
indicator built in and once fitted the change to
the front of the car is very dramatic and up to
date. These lights are road legal and e marked
and are available in chrome or black.
Chrome Price £125.00 pr

BLACK ANGEL EYE
HEADLIGHTS
We now have these black versions of the
popular angel eye headlights in stock. They are
of the same high quality as the chrome front
lights we have and are an equally good fit. They
have a satin black backing to the lights which
makes them a different alternative to the
chrome lights. They are simple to fit and come
with basic fitting instructions.
Clio 1 from 1991 to 1996
Price: £140.00 / pr

CLIO 1 PHASE 3
ANGEL EYE HEADLIGHTS
We are the first company in the UK to have
angel eye headlights available for the Clio 1
phase 3 from 96-98 (cars with built in
indicators in the headlights). They are a direct
replacement for the original headlights and are
fully road legal. As with the lights we have for
the phase 1 & 2 they make a very dramatic
change to the front of the car as well as
offering improved lighting.
Price: £199.00 / pr

Fax: 01202 822746

1

BAD GIRL REAR SPOILER

This is one of the best selling rear spoilers for the
Clio 1 due to its superb quality and shape. It is a
3 piece adjustable spoiler which also comes with
a fitting kit and rear brake light. Fits all Clio 1
models.
Price £135.00

CARBON FIBRE
DOOR PILLAR COVERS

These covers are made of 100% genuine
carbon fibre and look great once fitted. They
come with strong double sided tape fitted on
the back so they can quickly and easily be fitted.
Price £30.00 pr

CARBON FIBRE
BONNET

This lightweight bonnet is made from carbon
fibre with a fibreglass underside which gives the
bonnet added strength. The bonnet fits directly
onto the original hinges and does not require
the fitting of any bonnet pins as it shuts using
the existing catch. It is the same design as the
16v bonnet so it comes complete with an air
vent. It fits all Clio 1’s from 1991 to1996.
Price £395.00

SINGLE WIPER
CONVERSION KIT

We now have the popular single wiper kits available
for all of the “car model” range. All the kits come
as a very simple DIY fitment and are supplied with
very easy to follow instructions. The wiper can be
set to park either in the centre of the windscreen
or to one side.
Price £99.00 (black)
£119.00 (chrome)

BLACK COMING SOON!

info@k-tecracing.com
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JOKER 1
BODYKIT

The Joker 1 kit is available for all Clio 1s except
the 16v cars (see Joker 2 for 16v and Williams
kits). The kit consists of front bumper, rear
bumper and side skirts (all are available
separately). They are available for the 3 and 5
door.
Kit Price £620.00 (special order only)

JOKER 2
BODYKIT
We have this very high quality full kits available for
the Clio 1. The Joker 2 kit consists of front
bumper, rear bumper and side skirts (all are
available separately). The Joker 2 kit is for the 16v
and Williams models.
Kit Price £620.00 (special order only)

ALIEN
BODYKIT

This is by far the best quality wide arch bodykit we
have found for the Clio. It is a superb fit and is
guaranteed to turn a standard Clio into one of the
Phatest Clios around. The complete Alien kit
consists of front bumper, rear bumper, side
skirts and front and rear wider arches. The rear
arches will require the fitting of the filler neck
extension listed below. All parts are available
separately.
Price Kit £1250.00
(Special Order Only)

ALIEN
ROOF SPOILER
Superb quality spoiler available with or without
brake light and side repeaters. Fits all Clio 1
models.
Price W/out brakelight £155.00
With brakelight £175.00
With brakelight & indicators £185.00

info@k-tecracing.com
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TUNER 2
BODYKIT
We are happy to announce the arrival of the
new Tuner 2 Bodykit. This high quality kit suits
the Clio 1 perfectly and gives the car a very
purposeful mean-looking stance. We are able to
supply each part of this seperately; this
includes the Front Bumper, Rear Bumper and
Side Skirts. Clio 1 1991-1998
Price: £575.00
F/bumper £225.00
R/bumper £189.00
S/skirts £175
Note: Kit prices are for front bumper,
rear bumper and skirts.
Note: Rear bumper does not come with exhaust cut-out

KTR KOMBAT
BODY KIT

This is the most extreme kit available for the Clio 1
and consists of a front bumper, rear bumper, side
skirts and a roof spoiler, although all parts can be
purchased separately. The wider 16v and Williams
kits are available as well as a version for the 1.2, 1.4
and 1.8RSi models. The kit comes with all the fittings
and mesh where applicable.
Price £648.00
F/bumper £250.00
R/bumper £199.00
S/skirts £199

Note: Kit prices are for front bumper,
rear bumper and skirts.

KTR KOMBAT
REAR SPOILER

This is our new Kombat rear spoiler for the Clio 1.
It will fit all Clio 1s from 1991 to 1998. It is a 3
piece spoiler which easily bolts to the tailgate with
the fittings supplied. It is very high quality and looks
superbly aggressive when fitted to any Clio.
Especially looks the parts when fitted with our
Kombat body kit.
Price £199.00
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OSMOSE BODYKIT

This is a slightly different style kit to the Joker
2 kit and is only available for the 16v and
Williams models. The kit consists of the front
and rear bumpers and side skirts and is of the
same high quality as the other kits we sell.
All 3 door 1.8 16v & 2.0 16 (1990 - 1998)
Price: £775.00
F/bumper £265.00
F/bumper lamp kit £125.00
R/bumper £240.00
S/splitter £105.00
S/skirts £250.00

OSMOSE
REAR SPOILER
This more subtle spoiler is available with or
without brake light and will fit all Clio 1
models. As red spoiler shown.
Price from £150.00,
with brake light £170

ALLOY
ADJUSTABLE SPOILER

A fully adjustable aluminium spoiler that bolts to
the top of the tailgate. All models
Price: £129.00

CLEAR FRONT
FOG LIGHTS

Direct replacements
items.
Clio 1 (Up to 1997)
Price: £58.00 pr

for

info@k-tecracing.com
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GREEN INDUCTION KITS

We now stock the Green induction kits for many
Clio models. These are very high quality cotton
gauze kits that will help the engine breathe more
freely and as well as increase power. The kits have
all the associated fittings supplied and instructions
for an easy hassle free fitment.
Available for:- Clio Mk2 Ph 1 1.4 16v, 1.6 16v
(P370) and 1.6 multipoint (P267)
Price: £82.00

KTR / PIPERCROSS INDUCTION KIT

We have large stocks of these popular Renault
induction kits. The fitment list is huge and very
good power increases have been recorded
using these filters.
Price from £60.00 to £75.00
Available for:- Clio 2 1.2mpi, 1.2 16v, 1.4, 1.4
16v, 1.6 16v.

PIPERCROSS VIPER
CARBON INDUCTION KIT

This is the latest in induction kit technology. The
Viper kit is a completely sealed, cylindrical,
carbon air box casing. The kit is fed cold air
from the front of the car through ducting which
is supplied with the kit, giving a power gain of up
to 6bhp on some models.
Available for Clio 2 1.2mpi, 1.2 16v, 1.4 16v,
1.6 16v.
Price £210.00

CLIO 1.2 16v
INDUCTION KIT

Due to popular demand we have now introduced 4
new induction kits for the 1.2 16v. They all come
with a polished alloy adapter plate and can be fitted
in minutes. The choice includes a cotton gauze,
stainless steel ended filter, a Greddy style
mushroom filter, a stainless steel filter and a blue
or chrome shielded filter.
Price all £65.00

info@k-tecracing.com
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CLIO 1.2 16v
CARBON FIBRE INDUCTION KIT

This is our latest addition to the induction kits we
already have available for the Clio 1.2 16v. The
genuine carbon filter housing has a cotton gauze
induction kit inside that not only allows the engine to
rev more freely, but also looks fantastic in the engine
bay. This filter will also fit with our relocation pipe.
Price £70.00

POWERTEC STAINLESS STEEL
INDUCTION KIT

We now have these new stainless steel
induction kits available made by Powertec. They
feature a high flow stainless steel mesh
constuction with a polished alloy trumpet
shaped neck for increased air flow. A good
power gain and superb induction noise can be
experienced once fitted. Clio 2 1.2mpi, 1.2
16v, 1.4 16v, 1.6 16v.
Price £85.00

1.2 16v AIR FILTER
RELOCATION KIT

The 1.2 16v air filter relocation kit contains a highly
polished stainless steel relocation pipe which has a
bracket to bolt it to the engine to hold the air filter
securely in place, 2 Samco silicone joints and jubilee
clips. The kit moves the air filter directly behind the front
grille allowing maximum cold air flow to the filter. (cannot
be fitted to cars with air conditioning)
Price £49.00

KTR RAMCHARGER
INDUCTION KIT

These ramcharger kits feature a high flow
induction kit housed inside a carbon look
shield.The kits come with all fitting required as
well as a chromed induction pipe, silicone inlet
elbow and breather pipe where required. Available
for the Clio 2 1.4 16v, 1.6 16v. Gains of up to
5bhp have been seen along with a great induction
noise.
Price £99.00
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CLIO 1.2 16V (2004 >) INDUCTION KIT
In 2004 Renault changed the air intake system
on the 1.2 16v engine. This kit allows newer
cars to benefit from our induction kit and
relocation pipe. The filter is moved directly
behind the front grille allowing maxium cold air
flow to the engine. Stainless steel mesh, cotton
gauze or carbon shielded filters available. 1.2
16V (new design engine)
Price: £109.00

A 1 metre length of 50mm bore aluminium
ducting for getting much needed cold air up to
the air filter. Comes with long cable ties for
easy fitting.
Price £10.00 metre

Our most popular range of exhausts for the Clio 2s
due to their sound, cost and quality. All systems
are from the catalytic converter back and are
made from stainless steel. All carry a lifetime
guarantee and are available for all Clio 2s from
1998 to 2004. 1.2spi, 1.2 16v, 1.4, 1.4 16v &
1.6 16v Price from £180.00 to £205.00

K3
3.5”
Rolled in

K4 4” K5 4.5”
K6
Slash Thick rim 6” x 3”
slash cut
cut

NEW 182 LOOK
EXHAUST FOR
1.2/1.4/1.6 MODELS

K7 4”
Rolled
in

Our new 182 look exhaust system for the Clio
1.2/1.4 and 1.6 models is now available to order.
It comes with 2 tailpipe surrounds for the cut
outs in the rear bumper to give the back of the
1.2/1.4/1.6 (including 16v) models a real 182
look. The price includes the complete cat-back
stainless steel exhaust, tailpipe surrounds, all
fixings and fittings and comprehensive fitting
instructions.
Clio 2 1.2 + 16v, 1.4 + 16v and 1.6 + 16v models
Price: £275.00

info@k-tecracing.com
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KTR TUBULAR MANIFOLD

We now have available our new range of
stainless steel tubular manifolds available for
several of the 2 models. They are constructed
from very high grade stainless steel. Power
gains of 8bhp have been seen on a standard
Clio 1 16v engine along with good increases in
torque. The manifolds are currently available
for: 1.2i, 1.4i, 1.4 16v and 1.6 16v.
Price from £250.00

Kevlar brake pads have been chosen for all our
brake kits as they perform exceptionally well,
even from cold, are very resilient to pad glazing,
have a very slow wear rate and produce very
little brake dust. Available for all Clio 2 models
Price £25.00 set

KTR POWER SYSTEM FAST ROAD
FRONT BRAKE KIT

KTR EXHAUST SYSTEMS

K2 3”
Twin
Rolled

Fax: 01202 822746

KTR KEVLAR
BRAKE PADS

ALUMINIUM AIR DUCTING

Exhaust Options

Tel: 01202 820800

Kit contains 1 pair of cross drilled, vented and
balanced front discs, which are zinc plated to
protect them from corrosion, and a set of kevlar
brake pads. The cross drilled pattern aids heat
dissipation under hard braking, whilst de-glazing the
pads, making the brakes less prone to brake fade.
Price from £89.00
Available for all Clio 2 models.

KTR POWER SYSTEM FAST
ROAD REAR BRAKE KIT

Kit contains 1 pair of cross drilled, balanced
and zinc plated rear discs, which come with the
rear wheel bearings already press fitted into
them, as well as a set of kevlar brake pads.
Price from £159.00 kit (NON ABS)
£175.00 kit (ABS MODELS)

KTR POWER SYSTEM FAST
ROAD/RACE BIG BRAKE KIT

Contains 1 pair of 285mm cross drilled, vented and
balanced front discs,caliper extender brackets, bolts and
kevlar brake pads. The 285mm cross drilled discs are
not only considerably larger than the standard discs,
allowing a greater braking force to be applied by the
pads, but are also thicker to aid with the dissipation of
the heat generated from such powerful braking forces.
Price from £175.00 kit
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4 POT BRAKE KIT

Big brakes are the only way to stop your car quickly
and these kit are designed to do just that. All of the
kits come with billet 4 pot calipers. Immense
stopping power is generated by these calipers due
to there sturdy, yet light weight construction. Up
to 325mm available
Price from £520.00 kit
Please note: New brake lines are also required
as the standard lines are too short and have
the incorrect fitting on the caliper end.

KTR BRAIDED
BRAKE LINES
A set of 4 braided brake lines that give a firmer
pedal feel and do not expand under extreme
braking. Fits Clio 2 all models.
Price £45.00 set

KTR LOWERED / UPRATED
FRONT SPRINGS

These springs lower the car by a genuine 4060mm depending on car model and are uprated by
approx 20% giving the car improved handling and
a better, more purposeful look. All Clio 2 models
covered from 1.2 to 1.6 16v.
Price £79.00 (40mm)
£79.00 (60mm) set of 4

ULTIMATE LOWERED/UPRATED
SPRINGS

We can now supply these lowering springs that
are manufactured by Ultimate. These springs
lower the car by 35mm and improve the
handling as well as giving a much more
purposeful stance. They are available for all the
Clio 2 models including 1.2, 1.4, 1.6 and 2.0
Sport.
Clio 2 (-35mm) 1.2 + 16v, 1.4 + 16v and 1.6 +
16v models
Price: £70.00

info@k-tecracing.com
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EIBACH SPORTLINE SPRING KIT

This spring kit from Eibach gives the same
impressive handling characteristics as the Pro
kit but lowers the car 45mm all round when
fitted to the Clio 2 models (except the
172/Cup).
Price £125.00 set of 4

EIBACH PRO
SUSPENSION KIT

Due to demand we are now stocking these springs
which are of the hightest quality and are progressively
rated to give the car improved handling characteristics.
Another reason they are popular is because they only
lower the car around 20mm at the front and 15mm
at the rear so handling is improved without dramatic
changes to the cars looks or ground clearance.
Price £130.00 set of 4

APEX UPRATED
SUSPENSION KIT
This new kit is now available. Kit features
uprated shocks and lowered springs (40mm or
60mm drop). These units are 58mm hole
spacing.
Price £240.00 kit

ULTIMATE UPRATED
SUSPENSION KIT

This new kit is now available for the Clio 2. The
kit features four uprated shocks and four
lowered springs (35MM Drop) which will not
only change the appearance of the car once
fitted but also improve the handling. As with all
Ultimate suspension these kits come with a full
2 year guarantee. The kit is for fitment to all
non sport Clio 2 models that have a 58 mm
hole spacing
Price: £215.00
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SUSPENSION / TRANSMISSION
ULTIMATE COILOVER SUSPENSION

These high quality coilover suspension kits are
available for the Clio 2s from the 1.2 up to the
1.6. These kits allow you to lower the car up to
60mm. Each kit contains 2 uprated front
shocks, with adjustable ride height, and 2
uprated rear shock absorbers.
Price £399.00
Please call to confirm fitment.

KTR / FK COILOVER
SUSPENSION KIT

These German manufactured coilover suspension
kits are available with either fixed damping or
adjustable damping and all kits feature ride height
adjustable front shock absorbers. These kits will
lower the car from 30mm to 80mm depending
on how you want the car to look. Available for 1.2
16v, 1.4 16v & 1.6 16v
Price from £475.00 kit (Fixed Damping)
£575.00 Kit (Adj. Damping)

CAMBER
CORRECTING BOLTS

A kit containing 1 pair of special shock absorber
bolts which allow up to 3 degrees of front camber
adjustment. Essential to fit to lowered cars to give
increased grip and better, more even tyre wear.
Price £35.00 pr

POWERFLEX POLY
SUSPENSION BUSHES

We are now stocking the Powerflex range of
polyurethane suspension bushes to help improve
handling and tighten up vague steering feel. By
using poly bushes on your car you will also prevent
premature tyre wear meaning your tyres make
better, more even contact with the road. The
bushes are available for the front wishbones and
front anti roll bars or as a complete set.
Price from £38.00 set

info@k-tecracing.com
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CARBON FRONT STRUT BRACE

We now have a carbon front strut brace
available for the Clio 2. It matches the rear
brace we have available and will fit most of the
Clio 2 models including the 1.2 16v, 1.4 16v
and 1.6 16v (it will not fit the 172/182
models). It is an easy fitment and bolts to the
top of the suspension turrets with the bolts
and washers supplied. It will help stiffen up the
front of the car to reduce flex as well as looking
very good under the bonnet. Clio 2 models
Price: £95.00

KTR ALLOY ROLL CAGE

New to our current range of roll cages is this all
alloy half cage for all 3 door Clio 2 models from
1998 to 2005. The cage is a bolt in unit and
features polished alloy tubing and a removeable
rear diagonal cross bar which can be removed
to allow use of the rear seats. Rigidity of the car
is also increased with the cage fitted.
Price £295.00

CARBON REAR STRUT BRACE
This new carbon fibre rear strut brace is now
available as an exclusive product from K-Tec
Racing. It simply bolts to the tops of the rear
shock absorbers and is designed to tighten the
rear end of the car to improve the handling.
Price £95.00

KTR SHORT THROW
QUICKSHIFT GEARLEVER

A complete stainless steel and alloy replacement
gear lever assembly which not only looks superb
but dramatically reduces the gear lever travel
giving the gear change a very positive and
precise action. Comes complete with new alloy
gear knob and can be fitted in under 1 hour.
Available for Clio 2 (ALL MODELS).
Price £169.00
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TRANSMISSION / ENGINE DRESSING
and STYLING

GROUP ‘N’ SPEC
UPRATED CLUTCH

This 3 piece clutch kit is capable of handling
over 200lbs/ft of torque (well over 200bhp) and
is a direct replacement for the original item.
Being uprated it will last longer than the
standard clutch on either a standard or
modified engine. It also is no harder to drive
with than the standard clutch and does not
judder on pull away like an uprated paddle
clutch.
Price from £120.00
Please call to confirm fitment.

KTR / SAMCO VACUUM TUBING

Available in 4 sizes and 3 colours, red, blue and
yellow.
Price 4mm £5/m,
6mm £7/m,
8mm £9/m
10mm £11/m

1.2 16v SAMCO SILICONE
COOLANT HOSES

We have again teamed up with Samco to
produce a high quality product. These hoses
are now available for the 1.2 16v engine and
are a stronger better looking alternative to the
original hoses.
Please specify colour when ordering.
Price: £175.00

KTR ALLOY
HEADER TANK CLIO 2

This alloy header tank is fully polished and is
unique to K-Tec. It can be fitted in minutes and
is designed to be used with the standard cap to
ensure the water system is kept under the
correct pressure to ensure maximum cooling
efficiency. Fits all Clio 2 models
Price £129.00
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NEW BLACK REAR LIGHTS

These stunning looking black lights are now
available to order. They give the Clio 2 a very
individual look and can be fitted in minutes.
All Clio 2 models from 1998 onwards
Price: £70.00

NEW CHROME REAR LIGHTS

These new lights are now available for fitment
to all Clio 2`s. The lights look very nice on the
car and are a brand new release ensuring
individuality. As well as looking stunning the
lights are very reasonably priced as they use
the bulbs from the original lights.
All Clio 2 models from 1998 onwards
Price: £65.00

BLACK LEXUS STYLE
REAR LIGHTS

We now have in stock another version of the
popular black lexus style rear lights. These have
a slightly different appearance to the ones we
currently sell and are available to fit all Clio 2s
from 1998 to 2006. They come with all the
necessary bulbs and wiring and can be fitted in
minutes.
Price £99.00 pr

FUTURE STYLE
LIGHTS

These are the latest rear lights for the Clio 2
which feature a very futuristic chrome look. As
with all the lights we supply, they come with all
the wiring and bulbs needed to fit them to any
Clio 2 from 1998-2006. Light shown is fitted
with the silvervision indicator bulb.
Price £105.00 pr
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CLIO 2 LED
REAR LIGHTS

These are the latest lights available for fitment to
all Clio 2s from 1998 to 2005. They feature the
latest LED technology and are available in 3
different colours to suit any colour of car. These
lights are fully road legal and simply plug into the
existing plugs on the car. No extra wiring is needed.
Price £149.00 pr

CLIO 2 (MK)
ANGEL EYE HEADLIGHTS

These new Angel Eye headlights are now in
stock. The light are ‘E’ Marked, for RHD
vehicles and will fit all the Mk1 Clio2’s (98-01).
A great modification for cover cars and
standard vehicles alike. Will also fit Sport
models (inc 172 + V6). Also available in Black.
Price £175.00 pr (chrome)
£185.00 pr (black)

CLEAR SIDE REPEATERS

An easy fit, direct replacement, which come
with orange bulbs. Available for all Clio 2’s up to
2005 in all colours.
Price £23.00 pr

MORETTE HEADLIGHT
CONVERSION
This superb quality kit transforms the front on
the Clio and comes with all the necessary
fittings. Finished in black ready to be painted.
Price £260.00 pr
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KONCEPT
Mk1 BODY KIT

This is a very new and stylish kit now on the market.
It features a front and rear valance, side skirts and
centre exit rear silencer. The rear valance features
a central recess for a centre exit exhaust, which is
available separately. This kit is such good quality that
it is sold by several Renault main dealers in Europe.
Price £620.00
(includes front & rear valences, side skirts &
cat back exhaust system)

KONCEPT
Mk2 BODY KIT

This is a very new and stylish kit now on the market.
It features a front and rear valance, side skirts and
centre exit rear silencer. The rear valance features a
central recess for a centre exit exhaust, which is
available separately. This kit is such good quality that
it is sold by several Renault main dealers in Europe.
Price £620.00
(includes front & rear valences, side skirts &
cat back exhaust system)

KTR CLIO STREET KIT

We now have a new front lower valance and side skirts
available for the Clio2 facelift model which are the
same design as the 172/Cup bodykit parts we supply.
The front valance is an easy bolt on part which will only
fit the facelift model front bumper but the side skirts
will fit all 3 door Clio Mk2s from 1998 to 2005.
Price Front Valance £145.00
Side Skirts £199.00 pr

KTR CLIO 2 Mk 2
STAINLESS STEEL
FRONT GRILLE

This highly polished front grille will fit all facelift
model Clios including the 172/Cup models. It is
straight forward to fit and makes a vast
improvement to the front of the car when
compared to the original black plastic grille.
Price £79.00 pr
Lower grille available for non sports models
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2
CLIO 2 Mk 1 UTOPIA
BODY KIT

This kit is available to fit the Clio 2 mark 1 3
door, 5 door and 172 Sport. The kit price
includes the front and rear valance and side
skirts. All parts are available separately. Please
note that side skirts and rear spoiler will also fit
Mk2 Clio 2’s (2001 – 2006)
Price
Kit
£420.00
F/Valance
£125
R/Valance £140 S/Skirt £210

UTOPIA REAR SPOILER

This very good quality, high-level rear spoiler fits
all Clio 2 models, including the facelift model,
Cup, V6 and all 172s, and comes fitted with
LED side repeaters.
Price £180.00

KONCEPT REAR SPOILER

This is a very stylish rear spoiler which neatly fits
on top of the standard rear spoiler. It is very good
quality and comes with its own fitting kit and
dramatically sharpens up the back of any Clio 2. It
is available to fit all Clios from 1998 onwards
including the 172, 182 & V6.
Price £159.00

KTR EXTREME SPOILER
We have now introduced this larger version of
our popular Koncept spoiler which will fit all Clio
2 models fitted with the larger standard rear
spoiler. The spoiler is just uner 3 inches higher
than the standard Koncepts spoiler and is easily
bonded onto the original spoiler. This spoiler
particularly suits cars fiited with bodykits.
Price £180.00

Fax: 01202 822746

2

KTR CLIO 2 CARBON FIBRE
REAR SPOILER

We now have a 100% carbon fibre version of
our popular Koncept spoiler available for the Clio
2. Being 100% carbon fibre it can be fitted
without painting and the finish is guaranteed to
be faultless. The spoiler fits all Clio 2s (inc 172)
fitted with the larger original Renault rear spoiler
(this original Renault spoiler measures 9” from
the centre of the brake light back)
Price £159.00

KTR CARBON FIBRE
BONNET (CLIO 2 Mk1)

We now have our carbon fibre bonnet available
for the Clio 2 Mk1 models from 1998 to
2001. It is made from genuine carbon fibre and
fits to all the original mounts. Quality is second
to none and it looks good on any colour Clio.
Price £330.00

VENTED CARBON BONNET

The latest addition to our range of carbon fibre
parts is this vented bonnet for the Clio 2 Mk1. It
features 2 small meshed vents at the front of the
bonnet which help with engine cooling. It fits onto
the original mounting points and comes with a UV
resistant laquer to give a long lasting shine. This
bonnet is also around 6kg lighter than the
original.
Price £375.00

KTR CARBON FIBRE
BONNET (facelift model)

We now have our carbon fibre bonnet available
for the Clio 2 facelift model. It is made from
genuine carbon fibre and fits to all the original
mounts. It is made using a special gel coat
which is resistant to UV rays so the finish of
the bonnet will not deminish in strong sunlight.
Quality is second to none and this has got to be
the best Clio styling mod available this year.
Price £330.00

NOTE: Some spoilers will need slightly modifying to fit the Clio Cup, 182 & Mk2 V6. Please call for more information.

info@k-tecracing.com
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Fax: 01202 822746
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VENTED CARBON BONNET (PH 2)

The latest addition to our range or carbon fibre parts
is this vented bonnet for the Clio Mk2 facelift model.
It features 2 small meshed vents at the front of the
bonnet which help with engine cooling. It fits onto the
original mounting points and comes with a UV
resistant laquer to give a long lasting shine. This
bonnet is also around 6kg lighter than the original.
Price £375.00

CARBON DOOR
PILLAR COVERS

Now available for all 3 door Clio 2s from 1998
onwards are these B pillar carbon fibre trims.
They are of the highest quality, are made from
genuine carbon fibre and can be fitted in
minutes. They give a whole new look to the car
and the carbon fibre weave gives a motorsport
inspired look to the sides of the car.
Price £45.00 pr

CLIO 2 MOHAVE BODYKIT

We now have available for the Clio 2 the new
`Mohave` Bodykit. The kit features a new front
bumper, side skirts and rear bumper. This is a
very aggressive looking kit that is of a fresh
new design. It is made from very high quality
fibreglass and it fits all the Clio 2 models from
2001 onwards inc the 5dr models. The side
skirts and rear bumper will also fit the Clio 2
models from 1998 to 2001. It is also possible
to buy all parts of the kit seperately.
All Clio 2 facelift models from 2001 to 2005.
FULL BODYKIT Price: £595.00
FRONT BUMPER Price: £240.00
All Clio 2 models from 1998 to 2005.
REAR BUMPER Price: £210.00
SIDE SKIRTS Price: £170.00

KTR CLIO 2 KOMBAT
EVOLUTION BODYKIT

We have designed a new kit for the Clio 2 which
will be available in early 2005. The kit features a
new front bumper, side skirts and rear bumper. It
will be made from very high quality fibreglass and
will fit all the Clio 2 models from 2001 onwards inc
the 5dr models. The side skirts and rear bumper
will also fit the Clio 2 models from 1998 to 2001.
It will be possible to buy all parts of the kit
seperately.
Price Kit £595.00. Front Bumper £240.
Rear Bumper £210. Side Skirts £170.

info@k-tecracing.com

CLIO 2
VERTICAL DOOR KIT

Now available is this new Clio 2 lambo style
door kit available to fit the 3dr Clio 2 models.
This kit allows the doors to be opened vertically
in the same style as the Lamborghini Diablo etc.
The kit will be of THE highest quality is available
for all Clio 2 3 door models from 1998 to
2005. Pleas note that at present these are a
special order parts and delivery could take upto
5 weeks.
All Clio 2 3door models.
Price: £930.00
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Clio

2
CLIO 2 COSMOS FRONT BUMPER

This new Cosmos bumper is now available for
the Clio 2 Phase 1 as produced from 19982001. The bumper has a smooth `euro` style
look that is in-keeping with the smooth lines of
the Phase 1 Clio 2. This high quality bumper
has a very good fit.
Clio 2 Phase 1 (1998-2001)
Price: £210.00

2

CLIO 2 ARMAGEDDON
FRONT BUMPER

We now have available this `Armageddon` front
bumper for the Clio 2 Phase 1. This bumper
has a very mean, aggressive style with the
addition of a myriad of front scoops and ducts.
The bumper is of a very good quality fit and will
fit all Clio 2 models produced from 1998 to
2001.
Clio 2 Phase 1 (1998-2001)
Price: £250.00

CLIO 2 PHASE 1
PROWLER BODYKIT

CLIO 2 PHASE 1
WINGS BODYKIT

This kit consists of a lower front valance, lower
rear valance and side skirts. The parts are all
made from high quality PU-rim plastic and are a
very good fit. Please note the picture shows
the parts of the kit painted red and silver, the
kit is not just the silver parts.
All Clio 2 phase 1 3 door models
BODYKIT Price: £675.00
FRONT SPOILER Price: £205.00

This is a new kit we now have available for the
Clio 2 ph1 model. The kit consists of a new
front bumper, rear bumper and side skirts and
there is also an optional rear spoiler. The kit is
very well finished and is constructed from
fibreglass. The bumpers and rear spoiler will
also fit the 5 door models.
Clio 2 Phase 1
SIDE SKIRTS Price: £170.00
REAR BUMPER Price: £210.00
FRONT BUMPER Price: £240.00
Clio 2 Ph1 3 door model.
PROWLER BODYKIT Price: £595.00

CLIO 2 MkII
MS DESIGNS KIT

MERAN REAR SPOILER

This is one of the new rear spoilers we now
have available made by German tuning company
Elia. The spioler is available to fit all Clio 2
models from 1998 right up to the most
current models. It is also available for cars
fitted with the smaller standard spoiler or the
larger 16v/172 rear spoiler. The spoiler
attaches to the top of the standard spoiler with
the fittings provided.
REAR SPOILER All Clio 2s fitted with larger
16v/172 rear spoiler Price: £145.00
REAR SPOILER All Clio 2s with small standard
rear spoiler. Price: £145.00

info@k-tecracing.com

This superb kit is from MS Designs and like the
other kits consists of a front valance, rear
valance and side skirts. There are also several
other parts available to fit the facelift model. All
parts are available separately as follows: Note
the side skirts will also fit Clio 2 Mk1 models
(1998 – 2001)
All Clio 2 Mk2 3 door models except 172
BODYKIT Price: £610.00
FRONT VALANCE Price: £190.00
REAR VALANCE Price: £175.00
SIDE SKIRTS Price: £260.00
2 PIECE FRONT GRILLE Price: £123.00
REAR SPOILER Price: £123.00
HEADLAMP GRILLES Price: £65.00
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ENGINES / SUSPENSION / STYLING
GREEN PERFORMANCE
AIR FILTER ELEMENT
We are now able to stock Green panel air filters
for fitment to the New Clio 3 range, these
include the 1.2, 1.4 and 1.6 petrol models as
well as the 1.5 diesel. The high flow filter is a
direct replacement for the standard original air
filter element and a slight increase in power
should be expected once fitted
Clio 3 1.2 16v (P960132)
Price: from £41.00

H&R COILOVER SUSPENSION
This new H&R Coilover kit will be released
shortly for the new Clio 3 range of models. The
kit is of the utmost quality and is very highly
regarded by many. The kit will feature fixed
damping and a variable ride height of 40-70mm
at the front and 30-60mm at the rear.
Price: £680.00

These springs lower the car by a genuine
35mm and are uprated by approx 20% giving
the car improved handling and a better, more
purposeful look.
Clio 3 1.2 Models
Price: £82.00

CLIO 3 SPOILER
This new spoiler is now available for the new
Clio 3 model range.
All Clio 3 Non-Sport Models
Price: £149.00

info@k-tecracing.com

Clio 3

CLIO 3 ELIA BODYKIT

We are proud to be able to offer this new
bodykit for the new Clio 3 Model. This kit has
only just been released and enhances the Clio 3
to give it a more purposeful stance. The kit
consists of front and rear valences and side
skirts.
All non-sport Clio 3
Price: £780.00

CLIO 3 KONCEPT BODYKIT

This newly developed kit will be available soon
for all Clio 3 models. The kit consists of lower
front valance, rear valance and side skirts.
There is also a rear spoiler available to
complement the rest of the kit. This kit will not
require any cutting or trimming in order to fit
and is of the highest quality and fitment. There
is also the twin exit exhaust rear silencer
available to go with the rear valance.
Prices are to be confirmed.

LEIGHTWEIGHT 17"
ALLOY WHEELS

KTR LOWERED
UPRATED SPRINGS

Fax: 01202 822746

One way to improve your cars performance is to
reduce the weight. By fitting a set of these 17"
wheels with Toyo tyres to our 182 we reduced
the weight of the car by 24kg. In other words one
of these wheels with a 17" tyre is 6kg ligher than
the standard Renault 16" wheel and tyre. These
high quality wheels are available in gunmetal grey,
silver, white and bronze. As they are a racing
style wheel they do not currently come with
centre caps but they are supplied with new wheel
bolts. These wheels also come in a 43mm offset
which means they can be fitted to the 172, 182
and many other models without the worry of
rubbing. Note: When ordering wheel and tyre
package please state wheel colour required.

ALL CLIO
FITMENT

SILVER 7" x 17", 4 x 100 pcd,
43mm offset Price: £500.00
GUNMETAL GREY 7" x 17", 4 x 100 pcd,
43mm offset Price: £500.00
BRONZE 7" x 17", 4 x 100 pcd,
43mm offset Price: £500.00
WHITE 7" x 17", 4 x 100 pcd,
43mm offset Price: £500.00
WHEELS WITH TOYO T1-R TYRES
205/40 R17 tyres, 7" x 17" wheels
Price: £740.00
WHEELS WITH TOYO R888 TYRES
205/40 R17 tyres, 7" x 17" wheels
Price: £795.00
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All Clio

Tel: 01202 820800

All Clio

WHEELS
TOYO T1-R TYRES

SPEEDLINE TURINI WHEELS ONLY

The Proxes T1-R boasts a special performance
compound and tread pattern which gives
incredible road holding in all conditions,
especially in the wet. The V-shaped grooves in
the tread pump water away allowing the rubber
to grip the road. They are bounded by
circumferential grooves which allow the tyre to
give you even better wet grip whilst being
quieter and longer lasting as well. The Proxes
T1-R is introduced in a range of the most
popular high performance sizes.
CALL FOR LATEST PRICES

The Speedline Turini is a lightweight yet
incredibly strong 11 spoke, 1 piece flow-formed
aluminium wheel. These Speedlines are available
with a 40mm offset which is ideal to fit to
standard ride height and lowered 172s and
Cups. All wheels are available in anthracite as
pictured, silver, white and gold. Please specify
what colour you require when ordering.
WEIGHT: 7.5 KG Price: £105.00
WEIGHT: 8.4 KG Price: £125.00
WEIGHT: 8.7 KG Price: £155.00

TOYO R888 TYRES

To go with the 17" lightweight alloys we now
have these 16" wheels available. They are
available in gunmetal grey and bronze and come
with a 42mm offset making them ideal to use
on the Clio Sport models. They are extremely
light weight and strong and being a 16" wheels
they can be fitted to the sport models without
having the purchase new tyres. They are also
an ideal track day wheel due to the weight
saving. They can also be purchased individually.
For all Clio models inc Sport.
Gunmetal grey Price: £420.00
Bronze Price: £420.00

These tyres are the latest in road legal slick
tyres available from Toyo. They are made from
a softer grade rubber than a usual road tyre
and feature a minimal tread pattern for
improved dry weather grip. These tyres will give
you levels of grip you will not have experienced
with a normal road tyre. These tyres are also
surprisingly good in the wet due to the tread
pattern. They are completely road legal and are
not best suited to cars that do alot of
motorway miles. Available in 205/40 R17 only.
CALL FOR LATEST PRICES

SPEEDLINE TURINI
WHEEL & TYRE PACKAGE

The Speedline Turini is a lightweight yet
incredibly strong 11 spoke, 1 piece flow-formed
aluminium wheel available in silver, anthracite,
white or gold. These Speedlines are available
with a 42mm offset which is ideal to fit to
standard ride height and lowered 172s and
Cups. All wheel & tyre packages are supplied
with Toyo T1-R tyres.
Please specify what colour you require in the
requirements/comments box at the checkout
when ordering online.
CALL FOR LATEST PRICES

info@k-tecracing.com

Fax: 01202 822746

LIGHTWEIGHT 16" ALLOY WHEELS

BUDDY CLUB
P-1 ALLOY WHEELS

We now have these alloy wheels available for
the Clio 2 from the Japanese manufacturer
Buddy Club. As well as looking stunning these
wheels are extremely light weighing in at just
6.8KG per wheel (for the 16"). They are
available in Gunmetal or White and come
complete with centre caps. Clio 172, 182, Cup
and Trophy.
BUDDY CLUB P-1 16"
Price: £105.00
BUDDY CLUB P-1 17"
Price: £129.00
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Universal
SILVERVISION BULBS
These silver coated replacement indicator bulbs
replace the standard orange items.
These
silver bulbs are especially effective when used in
lexus style lights and in the triangular headlights
of the Clio 2 Mk2 where the orange bulbs are
very visable. Price £13.00 pr

SILVATEC
SIDE REPEATER BULBS

These silver coated replacement side repeater
bulbs replace the standard orange items.
Although they look silver they flash orange and
get rid of the orange glow in the side repeater
units that the standard orange bulbs create.
Price £9.00 pr

K-TEC RACING
STICKER KIT

Tel: 01202 820800

Fax: 01202 822746

Universal
DIESEL POWER
TUNING BOX

We are now able to offer power tuning to
Renault deisel owners. Power gains of at least
20% (up to 35% on some models) can be had
along with similar increases in torque by simply
fitting this new Power box. It can also be
unplugged and transferred to another car
(depending on model) should you wish to sell
your car and get another diesel model. Available
for nearly every Renault deisel model. Please
call to see if your model is covered.
Price from £345.00

CARBON
BRAKE PADS

New to our braking range are these carbon
based brake pads. They are available for all
popular fitments and and have a heat rating of
over 700 degrees C. They require very minimal
bedding in and feature a few very special
elements which make them a very effective
brake pad.
Price from £30 per set.
Please call to check application.

Contains 1 screen top decal and 3 smaller 9”
long decals. Available in silver, gold or chrome.
Price £10.00 set

ECOTEK VALVES

It works by bleeding off a small amount of air at
tick-over which improves emissions without
affecting smooth running, at medium revs it
oscillates, creating pulses of air which cause
turbulence in the manifold and at high revs it
creates a vortex or swirl in the inlet gasses. The
effect of all this is better response, lower
emissions, cleaner acceleration and improved fuel
economy. Available in gold, red, blue and chrome
with an optional filter.
Price Gold Valve £40.00
Blue or Red Valve £45.00
Optional Filter £20.00
Chrome Valve & Filter £73.00

info@k-tecracing.com
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Tel: 01202 820800
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How to order
By Telephone: You can place your order by phone by calling our sales department on the numbers at the bottom of this page. They will be able to inform you of availability and delivery times for your parts as well as helping you
with any information you may need to know about any of our parts.
By Fax: You can fax your order to us at any time. Please make sure your fax contains your list of parts required along with your name, address and contact details. If wishing to pay by a visa or debit card please include your card
details to help us process your order quickly.
By e-mail: You can e-mail us at sales@k-tecracing.com with regard to general sales enquiries such as shipping charges and delivery times. Ordering through the internet is best done on our secure website.
By website: You can place an order on our secure and protected website www.k-tecracing.com at any time by using a debit or visa card. You will receive confirmation e-mail once your order has been placed and if ordering from
outside the UK we will e-mail with the shipping costs before processing your order.
Post: You can post your order to us at the address below and please be sure to include your name, address and contact numbers with your order. If paying by cheque please note that the parts will not be sent until the funds have
cleared.
Bank Transfer: We are happy to accept bank transfers direct into our account. If wishing to pay by this method please e-mail or fax your order to us so we can confirm the total price and delivery time. We will then reply to you
including our bank details to allow you to make the transfer. Please also include your full contact details and address with any order and fax a confirmation to us once the transfer has been made.
Collecting goods: If you wish to visit us and collect your parts please call us before you set out so we can check availability to prevent you having a wasted journey.
Carriage charges: UK mainland Postage and packaging charges for most items will be between £3.00 (exc. Sticker kit postage which is £1.00) and £15.00. The exception to these guidelines will be bumpers and full body kits where
due to their size can cost up to £45.00 to deliver.
For Northern Ireland, Republic of Ireland, Channel Islands and Worldwide shipping costs please contact us for individual quotations. When ordering from these destinations through our website an email stating the shipping cost will
be sent for verification before the order is processed.
Payments: We accept Visa, MasterCard, electron, switch, maestro, delta and solo cards, cash, postal orders, cheque, bankers draft and bank T/T transfers. Please make cheques, postal orders or bankers draft payable to K-Tec Racing
Ltd.
Security checks: Please note that due to the ever increasing numbers of fraudulent orders, all orders placed will be subject to security checks to confirm their validity. Any fraudulent details we receive which are trying to be used
to obtain parts will be passed onto the relevant authorities.
VAT: If ordering parts within the EU you will need to pay UK VAT at the current rate of 17.5%. For orders placed outside the EU you will not pay VAT we will deduct the VAT from your order before it is processed. If you are a
company within the EU please include your valid VAT number with your order (not applicable to UK companies).
Delivery addresses: We are only able to deliver parts to the registered card holders address or to a registered business address. We are not able to send parts to a third party residential address.
Owners Clubs: If you are a member of one of the following clubs you will be eligible for an owners club member discount. When ordering please let us know the name of the club you are a member of and your membership number.
We will then deduct the discount once we have verified you membership is valid.
If ordering on our website please include these details in the "comments box". The owners clubs we currently offer discounts to are: Cliosport, Renault Sports Club, RTOC and the Megane Coupe club.
Warranty/guarantee: Most of our parts carry at least a 12 month guarantee and in the unlikely event you will experience a problem with a parts please call us so we may help you resolve the problem or send you a replacement. We
will do our best to help you resolve the problem as quickly and efficiently as possible. We may require the part sending back to us and if the part is faulty we will refund the cost of the postage to you. Please be sure to send a copy
of your purchase invoice with the parts when returning it to us.
Cancelled orders: Due to the nature of our business, and the terms and conditions of many of our suppliers, any cancelled orders will be subject to a 25% cancellation/handling charge. This is non refundable and is only applicable
to an order that is cancelled once payment has been processed. Should you want to cancel a processed order but do not want to have to pay the 25% charge we can offer the option of keeping the total paid as credit which can
be used at any time for any of our parts. There is no time limit during which the credit would have to be used and there in no cash alternative available.
Returns: If an item is being returned for a refund of surcharge, exchange or refund then we will need you to comply with the following points:
1.

Any exchange items must be in a re-usable condition. If they are not re-usable we will not be able to issue the refund.

2.

A copy of the original purchase invoice must be included with any part being sent back to enable us to carry out any refund. We will also need to know the reason for the item being returned.

3.

Any part that is returned to us, unused, for a refund or credit must be in "as new condition". Any part that is not received back in a "resalable condition" can not be considered for a refund or credit.

4.

We are not able to accept any unused parts back for a refund after 28 days from the original date of dispatch.

5.

If returning an unused parts for a refund we will not be able to reimburse the carriage costs to send the parts to you and for you to send the parts back to us.

6.

We are unable to refund any carriage costs incurred if parts have been incorrectly ordered by the customer.

Refunds: We will endeavour to carry out refunds within 28 days of the part being returned to us.
Please Note: As part of our security policy all parcels sent by courier must be signed for. If you miss an attempted delivery, please contact the relevant company to re-arrange delivery or alternatively collect the item from their depot.
Any undelivered parcels returned to K-TEC through no fault of the courier will be subject to an additional postage charge to be re-sent.
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